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80021-1
(cont.)
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80021-1
(cont.)
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80021-1
(cont.)
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80021-1
(cont.)
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80021-1
(cont.)
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80021-1
(cont.)
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80021-1
(cont.)
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80021-1
(cont.)
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80021-1
(cont.)
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Response for Document 80021
80021-001:

Thank you for your comment. We appreciate your input and participation in the
public review process.
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Document 80022

80022-1

264

Response for Document 80022
80022-001:

Thank you for your comment. We appreciate your input and participation in the
public review process.
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Document 80023

80023-1
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Response for Document 80023
80023-001:

Thank you for your comment. We appreciate your input and participation in the
public review process.
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Document 80024

268

80024-1
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Response for Document 80024
80024-001:

As stated in the 1st bullet under Section 2.2.3.1, Proposed Policies, the proposed
Wind Energy Development Program will exclude wind energy development
from a number of locations on BLM-administered lands. Many of the excluded
areas (e.g., areas that are part of the National Landscape Conservation System)
are considered to be visually sensitive areas. Section 4.9 states that any historic
property within the Area of Potential Effect will be evaluated for eligibility for
listing on the National Register of Historic Places. If a property, such as a
historic trail, meets eligibility criteria then any impacts to the resource,
including impacts to its setting and visual impacts, are taken into consideration
as required by the NHPA.
By including National Historic Trails within its NLCS, the BLM has recognized
these trails as national treasures. The BLM accepts the responsibility to protect
and preserve the value of these trails. This will be accomplished by protecting
trail corridors associated with National Historic Trails, and segments of the
trails, to the degree necessary to ensure that the values for which each trail was
established remain intact. A BMP has been added to Section 2.2.3.2.2, Plan of
Development Preparation, under the cultural/historic resources heading,
specifying that when any ROW application includes remnants of a National
Historic Trail, is located within the viewshed of a National Historic Trail’s
designated centerline, or includes or is within the viewshed of a trail eligible for
listing on the National Register of Historic Places, the operator shall evaluate
the potential visual impacts to the trail associated with the proposed project and
identify appropriate mitigation measures for inclusion as stipulations in the
POD.
As stated in Section 2.2.3.2, additional guidance and BMPs are available from
other BLM program-specific projects. As required by the Wind Energy
Development Program proposed policies (Section 2.2.3.1), mitigation measures
identified in or required by these existing guidance documents would be
considered and applied, as appropriate.
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Document 80025

80025-1

271

Response for Document 80025
80025-001:

Thank you for your comment. We appreciate your input and participation in the
public review process.
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Document 80026

273

80026-1

80026-2

80026-3
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80026-4

80026-5
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80026-5
(cont.)
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Responses for Document 80026
80026-001:

By including National Historic Trails within its NLCS, the BLM has recognized
these trails as national treasures. The BLM accepts the responsibility to protect
and preserve the value of these trails. This will be accomplished by protecting
trail corridors associated with National Historic Trails, and segments of the
trails, to the degree necessary to ensure that the values for which each trail was
established remain intact. A BMP has been added to Section 2.2.3.2.2, Plan of
Development Preparation, under the cultural/historic resources heading,
specifying that when any ROW application includes remnants of a National
Historic Trail, is located within the viewshed of a National Historic Trail’s
designated centerline, or includes or is within the viewshed of a trail eligible for
listing on the National Register of Historic Places, the operator shall evaluate
the potential visual impacts to the trail associated with the proposed project and
identify appropriate mitigation measures for inclusion as stipulations in the
POD.

80026-002:

The maps included in the PEIS are appropriate for the programmatic level of
analyses required to develop and evaluate a Wind Energy Development
Program. Given the size of the 11-state study area and the scale of the maps
presented in the PEIS, it is not feasible to evaluate wind energy resources, the
status or condition of BLM lands, or other spatial attributes at a more local
level. Furthermore, such an evaluation would not enhance or improve upon the
effectiveness of the Wind Energy Development Program. As required by the
program’s proposed policies and BMPs, detailed analyses of specific parcels of
BLM-administered land will be conducted at the site-specific level on a projectby-project basis.

80026-003:

Thank you for your comment. The text has been changed at Section 2.2.3.2.2
and at Section 5.12.5 to reflect your suggestions.

80026-004:

BLM Manual 8110, Identifying and Evaluating Cultural Resources, establishes
guidelines for gathering cultural resource information, including review and
evaluation of existing survey data (BLM 2004). The text has been revised in
Section 2.2.3.2.2, Plan of Development Preparation, under the Cultural/Historic
resources heading, to specify that the "extent and reliability" of existing
information shall be evaluated.

80026-005:

The text acknowledges that the number of sites found in the western
United States is likely much higher than that reported on the National Register
Information System (NRIS). Ultimately, this will be an issue to be addressed at
a site-specific level. For the purpose of the PEIS, the numbers provided are
considered sufficient to demonstrate that cultural resources are present on
BLM-administered land. The altering of these numbers will not affect the
overall findings of the PEIS.
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Document 80027

80027-1

80027-2

80027-3
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80027-3
(cont.)

80027-4

80027-5
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80027-5
(cont.)

80027-6

80027-7

80027-8

80027-9

80027-10

80027-11
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80027-12

80027-13
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Responses for Document 80027
80027-001:

Thank you for your comment. We appreciate your input and participation in the
public review process.

80027-002:

Your comment addresses issues that are beyond the scope of the PEIS, the
mission and responsibilities of the BLM, and/or the defined programmatic
scope of the proposed Wind Energy Development Program. We appreciate your
input and participation in the public review process.

80027-003:

Thank you for your comment. We appreciate your input and participation in the
public review process.
As required by the Wind Energy Development Program proposed policies and
BMPs, species- and site-specific analyses will be conducted for any proposed
project on BLM-administered lands. The purpose of these analyses is, in part, to
identify the presence and status of ecological resources in the proposed project
area, and identify important habitats and areas that may not be appropriate for
wind energy development. The scope and approach for these projects will be
determined on a project-by-project basis in conjunction with input from other
federal, state, and local agencies, and interested stakeholders. Through this
process, the BLM will develop project- specific siting, design, mitigation,
monitoring, and operation stipulations for incorporation into the POD.
Regarding sage-grouse species, existing BLM guidance on the management of
sage-grouse and sage-grouse habitat will be incorporated into local, site-specific
analyses and development of the project stipulations. These stipulations will
help in the avoidance, minimization, and/or mitigation of potential impacts of
the proposed wind energy project on ecological resources of the area.
In addition, adaptive management strategies and monitoring programs will be
required for all wind energy development sites (see Section 2.2.3.1, Proposed
Policies, last bullet, and Section 2.2.3.2.2, Plan of Development Preparation,
General, 7th bullet). The application of adaptive management strategies will
ensure that programmatic policies and BMPs (including those addressing
ecological impacts) will be revised as new data regarding the impacts of wind
power projects become available. The source for a significant portion of the
new data is likely to be the required site-specific monitoring programs that will
evaluate environmental conditions at a site through all phases of development.
A key requirement for the site-specific monitoring programs is the requirement
that monitoring observations and additional identified mitigation measures be
incorporated into standard operating procedures and project-specific BMPs.
No text change has been made to the document in response to your comment.

80027-004:

Notwithstanding the newspaper articles that may have been published, there is
only one wind energy project on BLM-administered lands in Wyoming ⎯ the
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Wyoming Wind Project located in Arlington. While the BLM has received
applications for site monitoring and testing, there are no applications for
commercial development projects on BLM-administered land in Wyoming. All
projects on BLM-administered lands will be subject to the requirements of the
proposed Wind Energy Development Program, including requirements for sitespecific NEPA analyses.
80027-005:

As summarized in Section 2.6.2, without the proposed action, wind energy
development might be more focused on state, Tribal, or private lands.
Development on nonfederal lands could be subject to less federal oversight and
less stringent mitigation. The proposed action provides an approach for ensuring
the minimization of environmental impacts to the greatest extent possible.

80027-006:

As required by the Wind Energy Development Program proposed policies and
BMPs, site-specific analyses, including the development of an appropriate
monitoring program, will be conducted for any proposed project on
BLM-administered lands. The purpose of these analyses is to characterize the
ecological resources that are present in the area of a proposed project and to
identify habitats and other features that are important to the use or distribution
of ecological resources. With regard to monitoring, the policies and BMPs
require the development of a monitoring program that applies to construction
and postconstruction phases of a proposed wind energy project. The scope and
approach of the site-specific analyses will be determined on a project-byproject basis in conjunction with input from other federal, state, and local
agencies, and interested stakeholders. Through this process, the BLM will
develop project-specific siting, design, operation, mitigation, and monitoring
stipulations for incorporation into the POD.

80027-007:

As stated in Chapter 1, the National Energy Policy recommends that the
Department of the Interior work with other federal agencies to increase
renewable energy production on public lands. If the BLM’s Wind Energy
Development Program establishes requirements that render wind energy
development on BLM-administered lands uneconomic, the National Energy
Policy recommendation will not be accomplished. The BLM’s program ensures
that potential adverse impacts will be minimized to the greatest extent possible
while simultaneously increasing the amount of wind energy development on
BLM-administered lands over the next 20 years.

80027-008:

The BLM is committed to full implementation of the Wind Energy
Development Program proposed policies and BMPs. These include monitoring
and implementation of adaptive management strategies to ensure that the
potential adverse impacts are mitigated to the fullest extent possible
(Section 2.2.3.1, Proposed Policies, and Section 2.2.3.2, Proposed BMPs). In
addition, the BLM will require financial bonds for all projects to ensure
compliance with the terms and conditions of the ROW authorization and the
requirements of applicable regulatory requirements. The amount of the required
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bond will be determined during the ROW authorization process on the basis of
site-specific and project-specific factors. The BLM may also require financial
bonds for site monitoring and testing authorizations. A requirement regarding
the establishment of bonds has been added to the proposed policies
(see Section 2.2.3.1). Operators will be required to comply with the terms and
conditions of the ROW authorization. The POD, containing project-specific
stipulations (including required mitigation measures), will be appended to the
ROW agreement. Failure to comply could result in termination of the ROW
authorization.
80027-009:

Your comment addresses issues that are beyond the scope of the PEIS, the
mission and responsibilities of the BLM, and/or the defined programmatic
scope of the proposed Wind Energy Development Program. We appreciate your
input and participation in the public review process.

80027-010:

The text has been revised or clarified in response to your comment.

80027-011:

Thank you for your comment. We appreciate your input and participation in the
public review process.

80027-012:

Two studies that deal specifically with the impact of wind developments on
property values had been undertaken by the time the PEIS was prepared, both
showing that no negative impacts occur. One study was published by
ECONorthwest (2002) and the other was published by Sterzinger et al. (2003).
Both studies provide a comprehensive analysis of the problem, one through a
survey of county property assessors, and the other through the analysis of
housing sale prices. Although additional studies may provide more insight on
the impact of wind developments on property values, numerous studies that
consider the impact of energy (power generation and transmission) and waste
(nuclear and hazardous waste and landfills) facilities on property values are also
useful in this context. The majority of these studies contend that while
proximity to potentially objectionable facilities can create significant opposition
in local communities, the overall economic impact of these facilities is not
negative. Often opposition does not translate into economic impact, either on
property values or on the local economy, or any negative impact that does occur
is often offset by economic benefits of a particular facility in the local
community in terms of employment, income, and local tax revenues. Positive
impacts of this nature, in turn, benefit local property values by making the local
community a more desirable place to live and work.

80027-013:

The alternatives considered in the PEIS concern the development of wind
energy production on BLM administered lands, not choices among various
sources of power. Consideration of alternative sources of renewable energy is
beyond the scope of the PEIS. We appreciate your input and participation in the
public review process.
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Document 80028

80028-1
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Response for Document 80028
80028-001:

Thank you for your comment. We appreciate your input and participation in the
public review process.
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Document 80029

80029-1

80029-2
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80029-2
(cont.)

80029-3

80029-4
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Responses for Document 80029
80029-001:

The limited wind energy development alternative considers additional wind
energy development on BLM- administered land in areas where it currently
exists, will be under review, or approved for development at the time the ROD
for the PEIS is established. When the Draft PEIS was prepared, it was
determined that only six locations were likely to meet these criteria by the time
the ROD will be published (anticipated in July 2005). Although applications
for additional ROW authorizations for both site monitoring and testing and
commercial development may have been submitted to the BLM or may be
under consideration by developers, the scope of the limited wind energy
development alternative will not be expanded. Including additional projects
would not substantively alter the conclusions of the PEIS regarding the
alternatives.

80029-002:

Your comment addresses issues that are beyond the scope of the PEIS, the
mission and responsibilities of the BLM, and/or the defined programmatic
scope of the proposed Wind Energy Development Program. We appreciate your
input and participation in the public review process.

80029-003:

Thank you for your comment. We appreciate your input and participation in the
public review process.

80029-004:

The maps included in the PEIS are appropriate for the programmatic level of
analyses required to develop and evaluate a Wind Energy Development
Program. The maps provided in Appendix B for each Field Office show the
lands that will be excluded from the wind energy development to the extent they
were identified in the MPDS. Given the size of the 11-state study area and the
scale of the maps presented in the PEIS, it is not feasible to evaluate wind
energy resources, the status or condition of BLM lands, or other spatial
attributes at a more detailed level. Furthermore, such an evaluation would not
enhance or improve upon the effectiveness of the Wind Energy Development
Program. As required by the program’s proposed policies and BMPs, detailed
analyses of specific parcels of BLM-administered land will be conducted at the
site-specific level on a project-by-project basis.
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Document 80030

80030-1

291

Response for Document 80030
80030-001:

Please see Sections 2.2.3.2.2 and 5.12.5 for descriptions of how the BLM will
address your suggestion for involving affected Indian Tribes through
government-to-government consultation.
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Document 80031

80031-1
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Response for Document 80031
80031-001:

Thank you for your comment. We appreciate your input and participation in the
public review process.
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Document 80032*

* The comment numbers for this document appear to be out of sequence. However, some of the comments are
repeated, and, therefore, were assigned the same number.
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80032-1
80032-2

80032-3

80032-4
80032-5
80032-6
80032-7
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80032-8

80032-9
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80032-1
(cont.)

80032-2
(cont.)

80032-3
(cont.)
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80032-3
(cont.)

80032-6
(cont.)

80032-4
(cont.)
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80032-4
(cont.)
80032-3
(cont.)
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Responses for Document 80032
80032-001:

The language on the Wind Energy Development Program proposed policies and
BMPs has been reworded in the Final PEIS to indicate that these policies and
BMPs are required, not suggested, elements of any wind energy development
activity on BLM-administered land.
As required by the Wind Energy Development Program proposed policies and
BMPs, site-specific analyses will be conducted for any proposed project on
BLM-administered lands. The scope and approach for site-specific analyses,
including any hydro-geological assessment, will be determined on a
project-by-project basis in conjunction with input from other federal, state, and
local agencies, and interested stakeholders.

80032-002:

The 2nd bullet under the Hazardous Materials and Waste Management heading
of Section 2.2.3.2.2, Plan of Development Preparation, requires operators to
develop a waste management plan identifying waste streams and waste-specific
management and disposal requirements. This proposed BMP has been rewritten
to clarify that the waste streams to be addressed in this plan include wastewater.

80032-003:

The purpose of Chapter 3 is to describe a reasonable wind energy development
scenario in order to assist in the assessment of impacts and the development of
BMPs. The proponent would be responsible for compliance with applicable
road construction and transportation standards or for proposing the use of
helicopters as a more cost- effective, alternate means of transportation.
As required by the Wind Energy Development Program proposed policies and
BMPs, site-specific analyses will be conducted for any proposed project on
BLM-administered lands. The scope and approach for site-specific analyses will
be determined on a project-by-project basis in conjunction with input from other
federal, state, and local agencies, and interested stakeholders. Through this
process, the BLM will develop project-specific stipulations for incorporation
into the POD. Site-specific analyses are beyond the scope of the PEIS.
The language on the Wind Energy Development Program proposed policies and
BMPs has been reworded in the Final PEIS to indicate that these policies and
BMPs are required, not suggested, elements of any wind energy development
activity on BLM-administered land.

80032-004:

Although not specifically addressed in the PEIS, it is the BLM's understanding
that wind turbine manufacturers are well aware of the potential for lightning
strikes and will have incorporated lightning protection into their wind turbine
designs. Nonetheless, the 2nd bullet under the Health and Safety heading in
Section 2.2.3.2.2, Plan of Development Preparation, has been modified to
include lightning protection standards as one of the elements to be addressed in
the health and safety plan.
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80032-005:

The BLM does not intend to place requirements on operators for the use of
recycled materials in the construction or operation of a wind energy project.
Such use will be evaluated by the operators, in part, on the basis of cost and
suitability of materials.

80032-006:

The language on the Wind Energy Development Program proposed policies and
BMPs has been reworded in the Final PEIS to indicate that these policies and
BMPs are required, not suggested, elements of any wind energy development
activity on BLM-administered land.

80032-007:

The BLM is committed to full implementation of the Wind Energy
Development Program, elements of which require the incorporation of adaptive
management strategies and comprehensive monitoring programs at all wind
energy development sites (see Section 2.2.3.1, Proposed Policies, last bullet,
and Section 2.2.3.2.2, Plan of Development Preparation, General, 7th bullet).
The application of adaptive management strategies will ensure that
programmatic policies and BMPs will be revised as new data regarding the
impacts of wind power projects become available. The source for a significant
portion of the new data is likely to be the required site-specific monitoring
programs that will evaluate environmental conditions at a site through all phases
of development. Site-specific monitoring programs will evaluate, among other
things, the effectiveness of project-specific mitigation measures. A key
requirement for the site-specific monitoring programs is the requirement that
monitoring observations and additional identified mitigation measures be
incorporated into standard operating procedures and project-specific BMPs.

80032-008:

Thank you for your comment. We appreciate your input and participation in the
public review process.

80032-009:

The language on the Wind Energy Development Program proposed policies and
BMPs has been reworded in the Final PEIS to indicate that these policies and
BMPs are required, not suggested, elements of any wind energy development
activity on BLM-administered land.
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Document 80033

80033-1

304

Response for Document 80033
80033-001:

Thank you for your comment. We appreciate your input and participation in the
public review process.
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Document 80034

80034-1

306

Response for Document 80034
80034-001:

Thank you for your comment. We appreciate your input and participation in the
public review process.
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Document 80035

80035-1

308

Response for Document 80035
80035-001:

Your comment addresses issues that are beyond the scope of the PEIS, the
mission and responsibilities of the BLM, and/or the defined programmatic
scope of the proposed Wind Energy Development Program. We appreciate your
input and participation in the public review process.
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Document 80036

80036-1

310
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Response for Document 80036
80036-001:

Thank you for your comment. We appreciate your input and participation in the
public review process.
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Document 80037

80037-1

313

Response for Document 80037
80037-001:

Your comment addresses issues that are beyond the scope of the PEIS, the
mission and responsibilities of the BLM, and/or the defined programmatic
scope of the proposed Wind Energy Development Program. We appreciate your
input and participation in the public review process.
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Document 80038

80038-1
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Response for Document 80038
80038-001:

The PEIS states that site-specific research would be necessary for any wind
development project. The purpose of the PEIS is to provide agencies with an
understanding of the types of effects wind development projects could have on
the environment in general terms.
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Document 80039

80039-1

317

Response for Document 80039
80039-001:

As required by the Wind Energy Development Program proposed policies and
BMPs, any wind energy project proposed for BLM-administered lands shall be
planned to minimize or mitigate impacts to wildlife habitats, and other resources
and land uses. The policies and BMPs require the collection, evaluation, and
consideration of site-specific information on ecological and other resources,
with these analyses providing a basis for the siting and design of the wind
facility to minimize or mitigate environmental impacts, including avian
collisions with project structures. The scope and approach for site-specific
analyses will be determined on a project-by-project basis in conjunction with
input from other federal, state, and local agencies, and interested stakeholders.
Through this process, the BLM will develop project-specific siting and design
stipulations for incorporation into the POD. No text change has been made to
the document in response to your comment.
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Document 80040
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80040-1

80040-2
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Responses for Document 80040
80040-001:

As required by the Wind Energy Development Program proposed policies and
BMPs, site-specific analyses, including analyses of slope and soils stability, will
be conducted for any proposed project on BLM-administered lands. The scope
and approach for site-specific analyses will be determined on a
project-by-project basis in conjunction with input from other federal, state, and
local agencies, and interested stakeholders. Through this process, the BLM will
develop project-specific stipulations for incorporation into the POD.

80040-002:

The text in Section 5.3.5 has been revised in response to your comment.

